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Student Instructions

For the activity,

• The students (80) will be split into 8 groups of 10 with 2 tutors (already determined by Biofutures).

• Each group will be given one scenario.

• Tutors will be familiar/ have notes on the past team projects.

• The group will have butchers paper and marker to record/ illustrate their discussion.

Yes, this is just another butcher’s paper activity.
Students will

1. Come up with a solution to the scenario - Tutors will guide/ lead them towards the past team

2. Discuss advantages/ disadvantages, limitations, feasibility

3. Other applications of their system

4. Other solutions to the scenario

5. Record their discussion on butcher’s paper

Don’t worry if you are strapped for ideas. The tutors will guide your discussion, but it is your
discussion. You will find that your scenario is a real scenario and has motivated research in that area.
You will find that your solution is probably like one that has been implemented by a past iGEM project.
If it isn’t, then you’ve got a project ready for your team to pursue!

Note: there is are no right or wrong answers. There are no answers. The idea of this activity is for
you to practice your thinking, and communication skills.
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Scenario A

Heavy metals are dangerous contaminants in water supplies. This is a significant problem in developed
and developing counties. We may recall, Mt Isa, a mining town in North Queensland recently had
an issue with mercury contaminating their water supplies. Test for contaminants, particularly heavy
metals such as mercury, is performed with chemical testing kits. This is both costly and may be of
unsatisfactory accuracy. Filtration of these heavy metals from water is often both costly and intensive.

• Applying the concept of synthetic biology, what possible solutions are there in order to tackle this
problem?

• Also, when constructing the possible solution, think about its

– advantages/disadvantages

– limitations

– feasibility.

• What other backup solutions do you have?

• Hints:

– Synthetic biology techniques uses interchangeable standardised genetic parts

– How do we find the mercury?

– How do we remove the mercury?
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Scenario B

Many crop types need to be harvested and replanted from scratch on a seasonal basis. To maintain
nutrient levels in the soil, farmers often have to put down considerable quantities of fertiliser. This is
costly, and a fair proportion of it ends up landing on soil that has enough nutrients anyway. Additionally,
some of the nutrients in the fertiliser are often washed away, affecting local ecosystems. This process is
called eutrophication. This is a major environmental concern, as it can cause algal blooms that drain
oxygen out of rivers and lakes, killing fish and other wildlife. Fertiliser production is also a significant
contributor to global greenhouse emissions. Reducing excess fertiliser use would be of great benefit to
both food producers and the environment.

• Applying the concept of synthetic biology, what possible solutions are there in order to tackle this
problem?

• Also, when constructing the possible solution, think about its

– advantages/disadvantages

– limitations

– feasibility.

• What other backup solutions do you have?

• Hints:

– Synthetic biology techniques uses interchangeable standardised genetic parts

– Fertilising soil is primarily to increase the nitrate levels in soil

– How do know if we have enough nitrates in the soil?
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Scenario C

Pollution of soil and water environments by crude oil has been, and is still today, an important environ-
mental issue. Crude oil is a complex mixture of thousands of compounds, of which alkanes constitute the
major fraction. Although they are chemically relatively inert, several micro-organisms can efficiently de-
grade most of them. Literature research has revealed a number of genes that are most likely responsible
for this degradation.

• Applying the concept of synthetic biology, what possible solutions are there in order to tackle this
problem?

• Also, when constructing the possible solution, think about its

– advantages/disadvantages

– limitations

– feasibility.

• What other backup solutions do you have?

• Hints:

1. Synthetic biology techniques uses interchangeable standardised genetic parts

2. We need to degrade the oil

3. We need to find/ identify the oil

4. Suppose an oil spill occurred in the ocean. How will bacteria survive?

5. Can this all dissolve in water?
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Scenario D

With the limited fossil fuel resources, society is going to have an energy crisis. There is an ongoing push
for alternative energies to lessen the human impact on the environment. The main renewable source of
energy is the sun. Plants use the sun to convert sunlight to energy through the process of photosynthesis.
There are other investigated alternatives such as biofuels, such as ethanol. Ethanol has been used for
many decades so we already have the technology to use it. Likewise with butanol, which has advantages
over ethanol in terms of the energy density, safety and adaptability. However, present sources for biofuels
are in direct conflict with food production.

• Applying the concept of synthetic biology, what possible solutions are there in order to tackle this
problem?

• Also, when constructing the possible solution, think about its

– advantages/disadvantages

– limitations

– feasibility.

• What other backup solutions do you have?

• Hints:

– Synthetic biology techniques uses interchangeable standardised genetic parts

– Cyanobacteria photosynthesise

– There exists ethanol-producing bacteria
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Scenario E

We are familiar with the concept of saving water. The past few years had water restrictions, droughts,
but also floods. Although our freshwater supply is still dependent on rainfall, in urban areas, we have
tried to resolve this issue with the building of dams to store water for times when we have low rainfall.
For sparsely populated areas however, this becomes very costly and impractical, on the scale as for done
with Brisbane with Wivenhoe and Somerset. The arid Australian climate causes widespread problems
for the agricultural industries with the scarcity of water hindering the production of crops and livestock.

• Applying the concept of synthetic biology, what possible solutions are there in order to tackle this
problem?

• Also, when constructing the possible solution, think about its

– advantages/disadvantages

– limitations

– feasibility.

• What other backup solutions do you have?

• Hints:

– Synthetic biology techniques uses interchangeable standardised genetic parts

– P. syringae (bacteria) is a ubiquitous airborne bacterium which expresses a protein for ice
nucleation, including precipitation. However, optimal growth of P. syringae occurs at 295K.
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Scenario F

Lighting (street lights, billboards, etc.) accounts for approximately 10 % of electricity use in Britain.
Considering the energy crisis we have and the world’s desperate need for alternative source of energy,
there is a need for lighting system that does not make use of our depleting source of energy. When we
consider lighting, remember that TV screens, computer monitors and your phone screen uses lights.

• Applying the concept of synthetic biology, what possible solutions are there in order to tackle this
problem?

• Also, when constructing the possible solution, think about its

– advantages/disadvantages

– limitations

– feasibility.

• What other backup solutions do you have?
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Scenario G

Having a leaky pipe can be troublesome, for it not only causes the loss of billions of litres of water,
but also having a leak in sewage or oil pipe can be damaging to the environment as well. Some of
us might recall the recent BP spill in the Gulf of Mexico. There are occasions where the leak in the
pipe is big enough so that it can be spotted easily and thus, make the mending easy. However, it is
nearly impossible to locate all the microscopic leaks in the pipe that equally cause loss in revenues and
environmental damage.

• Applying the concept of synthetic biology, what possible solutions are there in order to tackle this
problem?

• Also, when constructing the possible solution, think about its

– advantages/disadvantages

– limitations

– feasibility.

• What other backup solutions do you have?
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Scenario H

There are challenges faced with delivering drugs to the guts. There are possibilities that medicines taken
orally are digested in the stomach before ever reaching the intestines. There is a need for drugs that are
less prone to digestion whilst delivering drug effectively to the intestines.

• Applying the concept of synthetic biology, what possible solutions are there in order to tackle this
problem?

• Also, when constructing the possible solution, think about its

– advantages/disadvantages

– limitations

– feasibility.

• What other backup solutions do you have?
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